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Job Status Summary: ** Job is available** Status: ** READY** Duration: ** 9 minutes URL: Bamboo notifier lets you track
your jobs and see which are running, failed or stopped. Bamboo Notifier is an Adobe AIR application that runs in the system

tray on various platforms, it notifies you of you build statusses. It works by reading Bamboo's RSS feed. Bamboo
notifiershows green or red icons in the system tray and in the application per build plan. It is also possible to click on a build
and read the commit message, author and committed file set. Take the Bamboo notifier for a spn to see just how useful it
can be for you. Bamboo notifier Description: Job Status Summary: ** Ready to build** Status: ** READY** Duration: ** 9

minutes URL: Bamboo notifier lets you track your jobs and see which are running, failed or stopped. Bamboo Notifier is an
Adobe AIR application that runs in the system tray on various platforms, it notifies you of you build statusses. It works by
reading Bamboo's RSS feed. Bamboo notifiershows green or red icons in the system tray and in the application per build

plan. It is also possible to click on a build and read the commit message, author and committed file set. Take the Bamboo
notifier for a spn to see just how useful it can be for you. Bamboo notifier Description: Job Status Summary: ** Ready to

build** Status: ** READY** Duration: ** 7 minutes URL: Bamboo notifier lets you track your jobs and see which are running,
failed or stopped. Bamboo Notifier is an Adobe AIR application that runs in the system tray on various platforms, it notifies

you of you build statusses. It works by reading Bamboo's RSS feed. Bamboo notifiershows green or red icons in the
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Bamboo notifier is an Adobe AIR application that runs in the system tray on various platforms, it notifies you of you build
statusses. It works by reading Bamboo's RSS feed. Bamboo notifier is an Adobe AIR application that runs in the system tray
on various platforms, it notifies you of you build statusses. It works by reading Bamboo's RSS feed. Bamboo notifier shows

green or red icons in the system tray and in the application per build plan. It is also possible to click on a build and read the
commit message, author and committed file set. Feature: Bamboo notifier shows green or red icons in the system tray and
in the application per build plan. It is also possible to click on a build and read the commit message, author and committed
file set. Bamboo notifier Description: Bamboo notifier is an Adobe AIR application that runs in the system tray on various
platforms, it notifies you of you build statusses. It works by reading Bamboo's RSS feed. Bamboo notifier is an Adobe AIR
application that runs in the system tray on various platforms, it notifies you of you build statusses. It works by reading

Bamboo's RSS feed. Bamboo notifier shows green or red icons in the system tray and in the application per build plan. It is
also possible to click on a build and read the commit message, author and committed file set. Bamboo notifier Description:
Bamboo notifier is an Adobe AIR application that runs in the system tray on various platforms, it notifies you of you build

statusses. It works by reading Bamboo's RSS feed. Bamboo notifier shows green or red icons in the system tray and in the
application per build plan. It is also possible to click on a build and read the commit message, author and committed file
set. Feature: Bamboo notifier shows green or red icons in the system tray and in the application per build plan. It is also
possible to click on a build and read the commit message, author and committed file set. Bamboo notifier Description:

Bamboo notifier is an Adobe AIR application that runs in the system tray on various platforms, it notifies you of you build
statusses. It works by reading Bamboo's RSS feed. Bamboo notifier shows green or red icons in the system tray b7e8fdf5c8
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Latest changes of all builds in Hudson and any tags build from the latest tag up to all builds in the last 30 days Description
Latest changes of all builds in Hudson and any tags build from the latest tag up to all builds in the last 30 days Changes of
all builds of Hudson in the last 30 days. Also any commit messages from the last 30 days can be viewed. Description
Changes of all builds of Hudson in the last 30 days. Also any commit messages from the last 30 days can be viewed.
bamboo-rake-notifier Bamboo notifier is an Adobe AIR application that runs in the system tray on various platforms, it
notifies you of you build statusses. It works by reading Bamboo's RSS feed. Bamboo notifiershows green or red icons in the
system tray and in the application per build plan. It is also possible to click on a build and read the commit message, author
and committed file set. Take the Bamboo notifier for a spn to see just how useful it can be for you. I have searched the
Interweb for similar apps for Bamboo and found "notifier" but this app is really not what I'm looking for. I'm not looking for
another notification, thats what the iPhone is for. I want an app that is similar to a Bamboo commit message, with commit
message, creator and author. Like if I look at my commit message for a file when I commit it. When I look at the author or
the creator for that file. I want that same kind of information when I click on a file in my Bamboo build chart. I currently use
the Notifications Dashboard on the iPhone which works OK, but it would be great to have this app for Bamboo. Bamboo is
an agile, web-based source control management (SCM) and bug tracking system. It provides all the features of other SCMs,
including collaborative working, version control, revision control, mailing lists, bug tracking and user interface testing. An
example project in Bamboo can be found at the Open Bamboo project, a full admin console for the public Bamboo projects
can be found at Bamboo-Admin. We've built Bamboo to help you and your team build software at a faster pace, reduce risk
and improve release predictability. Bamboo uses Apache Ant build automation to speed up your builds,

What's New in the Bamboo Notifier?

Download the bamboo notifier for windows, mac and linux system via the fileshare. In this directory is also the Bamboo
workspace and build plan. Announcement: This is a fan-made release. Version 0.4 released on 2009-11-07. Features: -
Version 0.3 released on 2009-10-24. - Released bamboo notifier and bamboo workspace on a windows distribution. -
Version 0.2 released on 2009-08-13. - Released bamboo-notifier and bamboo-workspace for mac. - Released bamboo-
notifier and bamboo-workspace for linux-distros. Bamboo-notifier Version 0.2 Released on 2009-08-13 Bamboo-notifier for
mac. To install, just drag bamboo-notifier-0.2.app Bamboo-notifier for linux. Extract the bamboo-workspace sudo tar -xvzf
bamboo-workspace-0.2.tar.gz Extract the bamboo-notifier sudo tar -xvzf bamboo-notifier-0.2.tar.gz Unzip the bamboo-
notifier sudo unzip bamboo-notifier-0.2.zip If you want to keep the folders separate and use a different folder for the
bamboo-notifier and bamboo-workspace (instead of ~/bamboo), use this: sudo tar -cvzf bamboo-notifier-0.2.tar.gz -C
~/bamboo/bamboo-notifier -T bamboo-workspace-0.2 Bamboo-workspace Version 0.2 Released on 2009-08-13 workspace
for Bamboo. In the root directory is the bamboo-workspace. It is a special compressed workspace format that allows you to
run Bamboo from a device. The bamboo-workspace is made and all support files are stored on this cd. This allows you to
have fully working Bamboo and not depend on a server running Bamboo. The bamboo-workspace can be run on a device
via ssh or a java webservice. If you want to make your own bamboo-workspace you need to take a copy of this workspace
and update it to your needs. But if you want to use Bamboo at a coworker or in your own tests (at home or
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System Requirements For Bamboo Notifier:

Portal Episode I: Ape Escape Episode II: Ape Escape 2: The Jungle Beat Episode III: Ape Escape 3: On the Wing Game.exe
1.3 GB A Windows 98/Me/2000/XP/Vista/7 operating system with 1 GB RAM (minimum). Windows Media Player 9 or later
Soundcard with Windows Media Player 9 or later DirectX 9.0 compatible video card with 16 MB of VRAM System
requirements:
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